As compliance and risk pressures mount, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. Fortunately, Data Center Automation (DCA) takes on out-of-control processes, automating regulatory compliance and patching across your data center to reduce risk and protect your brand.

Reduce risk. Be audit-ready. Protect your brand. Start today with Data Center Automation (DCA)

Gain control with DCA
Experience a policy-based solution that centralizes regulatory compliance and patching, provides closed-loop remediation, offers out-of-the-box compliance content, and visualizes regulatory compliance and risk state in one place—across the entire data center.

As your infrastructure grows and evolves, can you run compliance and patching on every system, or do you contend with inconsistent processes on random systems?

- Remediate immediately or according to maintenance windows and Service Level Objectives
- Use out-of-the-box remediation actions
- Tailor content to meet enterprise requirements
- Work with out-of-the-box compliance content
- Discover and run compliance and patching on resources deployed by other configuration tools, including open source.
- Support the broadest range of multivendor infrastructure

Count on closed-loop remediation
- Remediate according to maintenance windows and Service Level Objectives
- Remedy threats to reduce risk and protect your brand.

Are you in the dark about regulatory compliance and risk state across the data center? Can you quickly respond to threats? Is your company audit-ready?

Get clarity with one window into compliance and risk state
- Visualize with actionable, drill-down dashboards.
- See by: Benchmarks, Latest critical and high CVE* threats, Resources impacted, Severity, How long it took to remediate, Compliance trend and vulnerability by age

Move to comprehensive compliance and patching
- Master regulatory compliance and patching across the enterprise with Micro Focus Data Center Automation
- Are compliance and patch processes time-consuming and error-prone with a mix of tools and manual work?

Address all needs with one tool

Discover and run compliance and patching on resources deployed by other configuration tools, including open source.
Keep the infrastructure you have, and grow consistent security policies.

Experience a policy-based solution that centralizes regulatory compliance and patching, provides closed-loop remediation, offers out-of-the-box compliance content, and visualizes regulatory compliance and risk state in one place—across the entire data center.

Are compliance and patch processes time-consuming and error-prone with a mix of tools and manual work?

Auto-compliance and patching across server OS, databases, and middleware.
Support the broadest range of multivendor infrastructure.

Reduce risk. Be audit-ready. Protect your brand. Start today with Data Center Automation (DCA)
microfocus.com/dca

* CVE is Common Vulnerability Exposure.